Bengaluru Hampi

3 nights and 4 days

Bengaluru and Hampi
Ex Bangalore.

Day 1 Bengaluru: Arrive Bengaluru. You will be met and assisted by our representative and later
drive to Hampi (370 Kms 07 Hours), A world heritage, it center is the most beautiful and evocative
of all the ruins of Karnataka. Capital of Vijayanagar kingdom is full of delightful surprises. Enroute
visit Chitradurga Fort. On arrival check into a hotel and Overnight in Hampi.
Day 2 Hospet - Hampi: Morning breakfast, proceed for a full day sightseeing. Visit to King’s
Palace. It is the largest enclosure, including two major platform structures, an underground
chamber which must have served as a treasury or private audience hall, Mahanavami Dibba Equally impressive is the massive Mahanavami Dibba, where the kings once sat on gem-studded
golden thrones and watched processions pass by. Queen’s Bath – This structure has a very plain
exterior but the interior is stunningly ornate, with graceful arched corridors, projecting balconies
and lotus-shaped fountains that used to spout perfumed water for the ladies of the court. Return to
hotel and overnight in Hampi.
Day 3 Hospet – Hampi : Morning breakfast and full day sightseeing, visit to Lotus Mahal. This
visually appealing structure has two levels; with open pavilions at the bottom and balconies above.
An elegant example of the fusion of the Hindu and Muslim styles of architecture, Elephant Stables;
An imposing edifice with arched entrances and many domes that once housed the magnificent
state elephants; Pushkarni, This stepped water tank was excavated in the mid-1980s and was
originally a part of the palace complex; Hazara Rama Temple, was a royal temple reserved for
ceremonial use. The entire temple is embellished with bas-relief’s depicting scenes from the epic
Ramayana. Return back to hotel and Overnight in Hampi.
Day 4 Onwards: Drive to Bengaluru (370 kms / 07 hrs approx). Proceed to the airport to board
the flight for your onward destination.

INDICATIVE ITINERARY . WE CAN CUSTOMISE THE SAME BASED ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
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